FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

THE INSTITUTE OF CULINARY EDUCATION ANNOUNCES NEW ASSOCIATE DEGREE PROGRAM IN LOS ANGELES
--The school will now offer its first-ever degree option--

NEW YORK (March 10, 2021) – The Institute of Culinary Education has launched its first Associate of Occupational Studies degree program designed for those seeking an accelerated, college-level curriculum with a restaurant and hospitality focus. The AOS in Culinary Arts & Management is exclusively available at ICE’s Los Angeles campus and can be completed in 14 months. The degree program combines the school’s award-winning Culinary Arts and Restaurant & Culinary Management curricula with applied general education courses online.

The 62-credit degree program will be taught throughout 60 weeks and is composed of four segments. The two main segments, Culinary Arts and Restaurant & Culinary Management, will take place at ICE’s Pasadena campus. The general education and career development courses will be completed online on each student’s own schedule. The final segment is an off-site externship. The Culinary Arts & Management degree program will be followed by similar hybrid programs in Pastry & Baking Arts & Management and Health-Supportive Culinary Arts & Management in the coming months.

“At the Institute of Culinary Education, our goal is to provide each student with an ever-evolving opportunity for growth and education,” said ICE CEO Rick Smilow. “The new AOS degree is an opportunity for students to gain essential culinary arts skills, entrepreneurial and restaurant business knowledge, supported by a foundation of core topical knowledge.”

The new hybrid program includes:

Culinary Arts
- Lessons in fundamental cooking techniques including roasting, braising, grilling, sautéing, and the preparation of stocks and sauces.
- A deep dive into the essential flavor profiles and classic dishes of regions in North America, France, Italy, Asia, India and Latin America.
- Instruction in modern cooking techniques including sous vide, fermentation, preserving and contemporary plating.
• Exploration of the art of cooking through theory, technique, palate development, speed and teamwork.

Pastry & Baking
• Education in the fundamentals of pastry and baking, which can be applied to sweet and savory cooking, restaurants and catering.

Restaurant & Culinary Management
• Lessons on the interplay between concept development, menu design, pricing and profitability.
• A deep dive into the basics of cost control and restaurant accounting, including the development of a business plan.
• Guidance on "the people side" of the business as it relates to staff supervision and service management.

General Education & Career Development
• Courses in written and verbal communication skills as they relate to recipe writing, reviewing, food blogging and culinary demonstrations.
• Exploration of the interconnections between cuisine, historical events and international locations, and the growth of America's culinary culture.
• Lessons in the connection between personal, professional and financial goals to examine how they contribute to career and personal success, as well as the importance of leadership and team-building.
• Education on the basics of nutrition and the relationship between diet, health, nutrients and how a culinary professional can use this knowledge.

“What makes ICE’s AOS program truly compelling is its pace compared to that of existing colleges, while not compromising on the quality of education,” Smilow said. “In 60 weeks, students can accomplish what is essentially covered in two years at other schools, which achieves our goal of getting students engaged and interacting with the industry as quickly as possible.”

For more information about ICE’s Culinary Arts & Management AOS, visit https://www.ice.edu/losangeles/career-programs/culinary-arts-associate-degree.

# # #

About the Institute of Culinary Education
The Institute of Culinary Education (ICE) is one of the largest and most diverse culinary schools in the world with campuses in New York and Los Angeles. Established in 1975, ICE offers award-winning six to 14-month career training programs in Culinary Arts, Pastry & Baking Arts, Health-Supportive Culinary Arts, Restaurant & Culinary Management, and Hospitality & Hotel Management, in addition to professional development in Artisan Bread Baking, The Art of Cake Decorating and Intensive Sommelier Training — with more than 14,000 alumni, many of whom
are leaders in the industry. ICE also offers continuing education for culinary professionals, hosts 400 special events each year and is home to one of the world’s largest recreational cooking, baking and beverage programs with 26,000 students annually. ICE’s 74,000-square-foot, cutting-edge campus in New York City and its 38,000-square-foot Los Angeles campus were designed for inspiration, creativity and community. ICE continues to grow and evolve with the launch of its LA campus in 2018, the addition of the Natural Gourmet Center in 2019 and an agreement with the International Culinary Center in 2020. Visit us at ice.edu or join us on Instagram, Facebook, TikTok, Twitter and YouTube at @iceculinary to find your culinary voice™.
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